## M.A.M.A. Saturday Class Structure

### 50 Shaft/PW Limited
- **Ages 4 To 8**
- 4-6 years old
- Single speed automatic
- Maximum wheelbase 34"
- Maximum Wheel size 10” 0-51cc
- **No larger than 12mm round intake**

### 50 (4-6) Special Limited 1
- Honda XR50, Honda CRF50, KTM Mini Adventure, KTM 50 SX Mini, Suzuki JR50, Kawasaki KDX50, Yamaha TTR50, Yamaha PW 50, and Cobra P3, Cobra PW3, and Cobra GI. Seat height and wheel base are limited to OEM specifications and cannot be changed.

### 50 Open Limited
- **Ages 4-8 years old**
- 12” front wheels may be retrofitted OEM parts must be used
- Maximum wheelbase 41”
- Maximum wheel size 12”
- Maximum seat height 24
- 0-51cc Single Speed Automatic
- **No larger than 19mm round intake AMA Class 1 and 2 Limited Bikes**

---

### 2016 AMA Rulebook will apply to all limited classes: To be eligible for a LIMITED CLASS, the following can’t be changed or modified: Air Box, Frame, Exhaust System, Rim Size, Electronics, Stroke, Lower Triple Clamp, Swingarm, Internal Engine Components, Wheel Hubs, Carburetor (jetting changes allowed). Violations of the limited class rules as determined by the protest process or by the referee of the event will result in disqualification from the event. A second violation of the limited class rules will result in a disqualification from the event and a suspension from AMA competition for one year. Changes that are cosmetic in nature are allowed so long as there is no performance advantage.

---

### Jr. Mini **
- **Ages 7 To 11**
- Maximum front wheel 17”
- Minimum rear wheel 12”
- Maximum rear wheel 16”
- Wheelbase Maximum 51”
  - **59-105cc 2-stroke**
  - **75-125cc 4-stroke**
- **No Big wheels allowed**

---

### * **7-8 YEAR OLD CHILDREN MAY NOT RIDE ANY BIKE LARGER THAN 65CC**

### Super Mini
- **Ages 12 To 16**
- Maximum front wheel 19”
- Minimum rear wheel 14”
- Maximum rear wheel 16”
- Wheelbase 48-52”
  - 80-112cc 2-stroke
  - 75-150cc 4-stroke

---

### Schoolboy 1
- **Ages 12+**
- Minimum front wheel 19”
- Minimum rear wheel 16”
- 86-125cc 2-stroke
- 75-150cc 4-stroke
- **Super Mini bikes allowed**

### Schoolboy 2
- **Ages 14-16**
- Minimum wheelbase 53”
- 122-250cc 2 or 4-stroke
- **No Super Mini bikes allowed**

### College boy
- **Ages 14-24**
- Minimum front wheel 19”
- Minimum rear wheel 16”
- Minimum wheelbase 53”
- 122cc-Open cc 2 or 4-stroke
- **No Super Mini bikes allowed**

### Women Open/Support*
- **Ages 12+**
- 99-250cc 2 or 4-stroke
- **Minimum front wheel 19”**

### Senior* Open / Novice
- **Ages 30+ or parent of a rider 122cc+ 2 or 4-stroke**

### Super Senior* Open / Novice
- **Ages 40+ 122cc+ 2 or 4-stroke**

### 50 Open Limited
- **Ages 50+**
- 122cc+ 2 or 4-stroke

---

* ADVANCEMENT CLASSES – These classes will advance between races 3 and 7

****A RIDER MUST BE 14 YEARS OR OLDER TO RIDE MOTORCYCLES ABOVE 250CC